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Transductive semi-supervised learning methods aim at automatically labeling
large datasets by leveraging information provided by few manually labeled
data points and the intrinsic structure of the dataset. Many such methods
based on a graph signal representation of a dataset have been proposed, in
which the nodes correspond to the data points, the edges connect similar
points, and the graph signal is the mapping between the nodes and the la-
bels. Most of the existing methods use deterministic signal models and try to
recover the graph signal using a regularized or constrained convex optimiza-
tion approach, where the regularization/constraint term enforce some sort of
smoothness of the graph signal. This thesis takes a different route and inves-
tigates a probabilistic graphical modeling approach in which the graph signal
is considered a Markov random field defined over the underlying network
structure. The measurement process, modeling the initial manually obtained
labels, and smoothness assumptions are imposed by a probability distribution
defined over the Markov network corresponding to the data graph. Various
approximate inference methods such as loopy belief propagation and the mean
field methods are studied by means of numerical experiments involving both
synthetic and real-world datasets.
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1 Introduction

The progress of the digital age has resulted in a fast-paced generation of massive datasets with a
wide variety and complexity in nature. This includes the typical media we consume daily, such
as images and videos, to the data gathered by the millions of different websites on the Internet,
especially the social media, to medical datasets which contain patients genetic information, and
much more. However, despite the concurrent growth in computing power and resources, there is
still a clear need for methods to efficiently process and extract information from these massive,
heterogeneous datasets. In this regard, one avenue of research that has attracted considerable
attention in recent years is based on the intuition that many datasets have an inherent network
structure to them. This idea can be readily seen in datasets that are based on a physical network,
such as measurements in a sensor network, but it can be easily extended to others as well; The only
requirement is that there exists a similarity measure between the data points, so that if they are
represented as nodes in a network, the nodes are connected to each other based on this measure.

This simple but powerful idea has formed the backbone of a recently established branch in
signal processing, aptly called ”graph signal processing”, in which researchers have tried to extend
the classical theory and methods of signal processing to signals defined over graphs [32, 30]. On
the same note, utilizing a graph representation of datasets has also led to a variety of algorithms
in the machine learning community, especially for the task of semi-supervised learning, which is
the focus of this work [37, 5, 20, 35]. We can consider semi-supervised learning to lie between
unsupervised and supervised learning, in the sense that in semi-supervised learning, only a few
of the data points available for training the learning algorithm are labeled. Thus, the algorithm
should attempt to also utilize the information contained in the provided unlabeled points to learn
the mapping between the features of the data points and the labels, and in turn be able to predict
the label of a new point. The recent interest in semi-supervised learning is a natural response to
one of the challenges of dealing with the aforementioned massive and heterogeneous datasets: the
difficulty of labeling them, since labeling such datasets is costly (and in some cases maybe even
impossible) and is also subject to errors.

A graph representation of a data set also allows utilizing one of the powerful tools widely
adopted in machine learning, namely probabilistic graphical models (PGM). A PGM combines one
of the main fundamental theories in machine learning, probability theory, with graph theory. It is
based on defining the data points as random variables over the nodes of a graph, and imposing a
probability distribution over these variables, for inference, decoding, or sampling over values of a
subset or all of the variables. PGM is a relatively well-developed theory, with a variety of different
models, algorithms, and software packages, and it has been employed in various applications such
as image processing [24], bio-informatics [15], and more.

Whereas most recent research in this area has focused on deterministic methods based on con-
vex optimization, the major goal of this work is investigating the use of a PGM for transductive
(as opposed to inductive) semi-supervised learning of a continuous graph signal (i.e., a graph rep-
resentation of a dataset with continuous valued labels), empirically identifying the best-performing
approximate inference methods for graphical models and comparing them to deterministic methods
used for this task. In transductive semi-supervised learning, we are only interested in recovering the
labels of the given unlabeled data points and do not attempt to predict labels of points outside the
available dataset. One can also draw a natural connection between transductive semi-supervised
learning and another recently developed field in signal processing: compressed sensing. In a nut-
shell, compressed sensing is based on the idea that, provided the signal is sparse (or smooth) enough
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and the measurements meet certain conditions, we are able to recover the signal using a number of
(possibly noisy) samples far fewer than that required by the Nyquist frequency, by minimizing the
`1 norm of the recovered signal. This discovery has led to a a wide variety of algorithms for signal
recovery. Despite this success, little has been done to expand the theory of compressive sensing to
massive datasets with an underlying network structure.

There have been attempts in the compressed sensing community to exploit or induce structured
sparsity of a signal via a probabilistic framework. In structured sparsity, we generally assume that
there is a specific structure underlying the sparse values or coefficients in the signal, for example,
the sparse values are partitioned into groups or that we can represent the support of the signal
(i.e., the set of non-zero values or coefficients) by a graphical model over a set of latent (hidden)
variables. A prominent example of the latter is presented in [10], in which the authors impose an
Ising model (which is a simple form of pair-wise Markov random field discussed in Section 3) over
the lattice graph representing the support of the signal. As an example which can be considered
the combination of these two approaches, [19] proposes using spike-and-slab priors for enforcing
the sparsity pattern over each group of regression coefficients in a linear regression problem (which
can be considered analogous to the compressed sensing problem) and learn the coefficients using
expectation propagation. In this approach, a binary latent variable which follows a Bernoulli
distribution is assigned to each group, such that if its value is zero, the coefficients belonging to
the group are zero (i.e., they follow the spike distribution centered at zero), otherwise they follow a
Gaussian distribution. In a related work, [2] proposes using a Gaussian distribution on the hyper-
parameter of the Bernoulli distribution underlying the latent variables of the previous approach, in
effect specifying the sparsity pattern via the mean and covariance function of this prior. In a more
application-oriented work, in [28], the authors also utilize a pair-wise Markov random field (MRF)
with custom potentials for the latent variables specifying the sparsity pattern of coefficients of the
wavelet transform of an MRI image, in order to recover the image using a few noisy samples.

In contrast to these works, instead of defining latent variables which encode the sparsity pattern
of the signal, the present work utilizes the underlying graph representation of the signal towards
this end. To the best of the author’s knowledge, the closest works to the present one are those
investigating image in-painting (also referred to as image reconstruction on occasion) using Markov
random fields (MRF) [24, 36], and a work by Zhu and Ghahramani [38] which also investigates
MRFs for semi-supervised learning. In the first case, although image in-painting is a form of graph
signal learning (or equivalently transductive semi-supervised learning), it is obviously limited to
the grid graph defined over the pixels and discrete labels. In the latter, a MRF-based model is
proposed for semi-supervised classification, and unlike that work we assume we are given a graph
representation of the dataset.

Outline

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formalize the problem of learning
smooth graph signals, introduce (possibly) the two most popular measures for quantifying the signal
smoothness, and finally present a brief overview of learning methods based on these smoothness
measures, with a few examples. In Section 3, we give a quick review of probabilistic graphical
models and their properties (with the emphasis on undirected models) and discusses a few of the
most well-known methods for performing inference and sampling in such models. Section 4 presents
a graphical model for graph signal recovery, with a brief discussion of two possible smoothness priors
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and how to optimize the parameters of the model. Section 5 presents the numerical experiments on
a few synthetic graphs and one real world dataset. We conclude and give an outlook for possible
follow-up work in Section 6.
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Notation

The most important notation used throughout this thesis is listed here for reference.

x : a scalar variable
x : a scalar random variable
x : a vector variable
x : a vector-valued random variable
xi : element i of vector x
A : a matrix
Ai,j : element (i, j) of matrix A
Ai,: : row i of matrix A
A:,j : column j of matrix A
p(x) : probability distribution of x
p(x) : p(x = x)
‖x‖p : `p norm of x
|X | : the cardinality (i.e., size) of set X
[x, y] : the closed (i.e., inclusive) interval between x and y
N (x, µ, σ) : the Gaussian distribution defined on x with mean µ and standard deviation σ
Φ(x, µ, σ) : the Gaussian cumulative distribution defined on x with mean µ and standard deviation σ
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2 Learning Graph Signals

In this section, first, the graph signal representation of a dataset and the graph signal learning
problem is described informally, with a brief detour to present the stochastic block model as a
popular synthetic model for clustered graph signals. Next, two popular measures for quantifying
the graph signal smoothness, namely total variation and the graph Laplacian quadratic form are
discussed. Finally, the general framework of learning graph signals using these smoothness measures
in a regularized, deterministic and convex-optimization (as opposed to probabilistic) fashion is
discussed.

2.1 Graph signal representation and learning problem

Assume we have a dataset {(x(1), y(1)), . . . , (x(N), y(N))}, where x(i) is the features of i’th data
point (which can be of any nature, e.g., vectors belonging to Rn or bag of words representations
of documents), and y(i) is the real-valued scalar label associated with the data point (although we
can assume that the labels are vectors too). We also assume that the dataset can be represented
by an undirected data graph G = (V, E ,W ), where each node vi ∈ V represents the i’th data point
and the real valued edge weight Wi,j signifies the strength of the relationship between points i and
j (and is therefore 0 if nodes i and j are not connected). In some cases, the edges and the edge
weights in the data graph are readily available from the data set or the application. For example,
we might have a dataset in which for each data point, the features are some properties of a city such
as median income, unemployment rate, among others, and the labels are the average commercial
goods prices in that city. In this case, the edges might represent the existence of roads between the
cities and hence the edge weights can simply be the length of the roads. However, even if we do not
directly have access to the edges and the weights as in this case, we can still assign them, provided
we have a similarity measure between the points. For example, we can use a Gaussian kernel

Wi,j =

{
exp(−‖x

(i)−x(j)‖2
2σ2 ) if ‖x(i) − x(j)‖2 ≤ τ

0 otherwise,

where ‖.‖2 denotes the `2 norm of a vector and σ, τ are parameters.
In either case, after setting up the data graph, we can define the graph signal. Specifically, the

labels of the data points induce a graph signal over the nodes of the data graph, i.e., the graph signal
would be y : V → RV , such that yi = y(i). We also assume the graph signal is smooth, i.e., the labels
of tightly connected nodes are close to each other. This is in line with the smoothness hypothesis
of (semi-)supervised machine learning, i.e., similar inputs result in similar outputs. For learning
or recovering the graph signal, we assume we are given a few noisy measurements zj = ymj + nj ,
taken from a small sampling set M = {m1, . . . ,mM} ⊂ V, such that M = |M| � N . Therefore,
the goal in graph signal recovery is to find y using z and the data graph, based on the smoothness
assumption.

2.2 Stochastic Block Model

While many real world datasets can be represented as graph signals, synthetic graph signals can
also be useful for testing a particular learning algorithm. A simple general model for smooth graph
signals is based on assuming a clustered form for the signal, i.e., the data graph is composed of
clusters and the labels of nodes belonging a cluster are similar. Loosely speaking, a cluster is a
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subset of nodes in the data graph that are closely connected to each other. There are several
mathematical definitions for measuring how tightly a subset of nodes in a graph are connected,
such as the clustering coefficient, and various algorithms for detecting clusters or communities [26].

The important point here is that a clustering assumption readily lends itself to constructing a
synthetic smooth graph signal, since we can easily use any model to generate a clustered random
graph, and assign similar signal values to nodes belonging to each cluster. One of the most popular
models for generating a random graph is the stochastic block model. In a stochastic block model,
we have a partition of the nodes into disjoint clusters, P = {C1, . . . , Cr}, and a matrix P ∈ [0, 1]r×r

specifying the edge probabilities. Specifically, Pi,i is the probability of an edge existing between
two nodes in cluster i, and Pi,j for j 6= i is the probability that an edge exists between two nodes
belonging to clusters i and j. A simplifying assumption often used is to set Pi,i = p for i = 1, . . . , r,
and Pi,j = q for i, j = 1, . . . , r, j 6= i. Once we generate a stochastic block model, we can simply
assign similar (or identical) random values to all the nodes belonging to each cluster to construct
a smooth graph signal.

2.3 Quantifying the Graph Signal Smoothness

Since the main assumption behind learning a graph signal is that it is smooth, it is easy to see
that the choice of the algorithm for graph signal recovery to a large extent depends on how we
measure the smoothness of the signal. A natural way to quantify the graph signal smoothness is
to extend the concepts of derivative and gradient (which are used for quantifying smoothness of
ordinary continuous signals) to the graph signal setting. In this regard, for a directed data graph
G = (V, E ,W ) we can define the edge derivative of signal y with respect to edge e = (i, j) at vertex
i as

∂y

∂e
|i :=

√
Wi,j(yj − yi).

Based on this, we define the gradient of y at vertex i as the vector

∇iy := [{∂y
∂e
|i}e∈E s.t. e=(i,j) for some j∈V ].

The discrete p-Dirichlet form of y is

Dp(y) :=
1

p

∑
i∈V
‖∇iy‖p2. (1)

2.3.1 Total variation

D1(y) is known as total variation (TV) of signal y, which is one of the most commonly used
smoothness measures. However, this can be thought of as the `2−1 norm definition of TV, as
sometimes it is defined simply as

‖y‖TV :=
∑

(i,j)∈E

Wi,j |yj − yi|. (2)

It is worth noting that both the `2−1 norm and definition (2) are not norms, but semi-norms. This
is because they do not have the ”definite” property of norms, i.e., it is possible that ‖y‖TV = 0 but
y 6= 0, and this happens whenever y is constant across all vertices.
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We can define the edge derivative and also restate definition (2) in a simpler way for an undi-
rected graph by defining a directed graph based on the undirected graph. Specifically, for an
undirected graph G = (V, E ,W ) we can define a directed graph ~G = (V, ~E ,W ) by imposing an
orientation on the edges, i.e., by considering for each edge e = {i, j} ∈ E one node as the head e+

and the other node as the tail e−, so that the corresponding edge in the directed graph ~e ∈ ~E is
(e+, e−). Subsequently, for the undirected graph we can define the edge derivative with respect to
edge e = {i, j} at vertex i as

∂y

∂e
|i :=

∂y

∂~e
|i,

although this ultimately does not affect definition (1). Defining the directed graph for an undirected
one also allows us to define a useful matrix known as the graph incidence matrix. For a directed
graph ~G = (V, ~E ,W ) based on the undirected graph G = (V, E ,W ), we define the incidence matrix
M ∈ R|E|×|V| as

Me,i =


1 if i = e+

−1 if i = e−

0 otherwise.

(3)

Using the incidence matrix, we can rewrite equation (2) as

‖y‖TV = ‖My‖1. (4)

This allows us to see immediately that ‖y‖TV is a convex function, which is extremely important
for the performance of the resulting optimization algorithms.

2.3.2 Graph Laplacian quadratic form

Replacing p = 2 in equation (1), we get D2(y) which is known as the graph Laplacian quadratic
form, another widely used measure for graph signal smoothness. This name comes from the (un-
normalized) graph Laplacian matrix L := D−W , where D is a diagonal matrix whose ith element
is the strength of node i, i.e., Di,i =

∑
{i,j}∈EWi,j . It is easy to show L = MTM , and therefore

it is a positive semi-definite matrix [29]. We can easily show

D2(y) = yTLy =
1

2
Wi,j(yi − yj)2.

Based on the quadratic form, we can also define the semi-norm

‖y‖L =
√
D2(y),

which is a semi-norm for the same reason explained in the previous subsection for total variation.
While both the TV and the graph Laplacian quadratic form (or norm) of graph signal are convex

and tend to small values for a smooth signal, the TV norm seems to be more suitable for cases
where the graph signal has abrupt changes or discontinuities across subsets of nodes or clusters,
since the Laplacian quadratic form (or norm) tends to produce unnecessarily larger values in such
cases, which leads to oversmoothing and consequently can negatively affect the accuracy of the
recovery [24].
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2.4 Deterministic Graph Signal Learning Methods

Here, we review a few of the most significant recently proposed methods for graph signal learning
(or recovery) which are based on optimization directly over the graph signal, as opposed to first
considering the signal as a random variable and imposing a graphical model over this variable,
which is the subject of the next section. We should first note that a learning method or approach
ultimately consists of two parts: (1) the optimization problem that the method attempts to solve,
which as we will see is thankfully often a convex problem, and (2) the optimization algorithm,
which of course depends on the optimization problem and can be an off-the-shelf linear program
or quadratic program solver (itself based on the interior-point method or others), a primal dual
method or others.

The unifying theme behind all the learning methods is that they try to find a signal that is
close to the measurements (i.e., has low error on the sampling set) and is also smooth, i.e., they
generally try to solve the regularized problem of finding

ŷ ∈ arg min
y∈RN

E(y, z) + λΩ(y). (5)

Here, z is the measurement vector, E : RN × RM → R is the error or loss function, Ω : RN → R
is the regularization function, and λ > 0 is a tuning parameter determining the emphasis put on
minimizing the regularizer versus the error. Therefore, the difference between the optimization
problems that these methods attempt to solve stems from: (1) how we enforce the closeness of the
predicted signal and the measurements, i.e., what is the error term in the objective function (2) how
we enforce the smoothness (e.g., TV, graph Laplacian, etc.) via the regularizer. Although it should
be noted that either of the terms can be defined as a constraint in a constrained optimization
problem, therefore a small technical difference also comes from whether the error term or the
smoothness term are defined as a constraint or as a regularization term in the objective function,
although these forms can usually be converted to each other easily.

If we assume the measurements are given by z = Ay0 + n, where y0 is the true graph signal,
A is the measurements matrix, and n is a vector of (i.i.d.) noise, then one of the simplest methods
for recovering y from z is based on finding [6]

ŷ ∈ arg min
y∈RN

‖z −Ay‖22 + λyTLy. (6)

This is essentially a regularized least-squares problem where the error term (the first term) is the
squared sum of differences between the recovered signal and the measurements and the regular-
ization term (with regularization parameter λ > 0) is the graph Laplacian quadratic from which
enforces the smoothness of the graph signal. Since L is positive semi-definite, the objective func-
tion is the sum of two convex functions and is convex (in fact we can easily show it is a convex
quadratic function). Therefore, taking the gradient of the objective function (and doing basic
algebraic manipulation), we arrive at the optimality condition

(ATA+ λL)ŷ = ATz. (7)

If we are dealing with a massive dataset and computing the inverse (or pseudo-inverse, if the inverse
does not exist or the matrix is close to being singular) of (ATA+ λL) is not feasible, then we can
use a method like the block Gauss-Sidel method to find the solution efficiently, as in [13]. For the
noiseless case (i.e., z = Ay0), if we define I to be the indicator vector for the samples such that
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Ii = 1 if i ∈ M and 0 otherwise, and then apply the Jacobi iterative method [29] to (7), we can
easily show that at iteration k we have

ŷ
(k+1)
i =

1

Ii + λ
∑

j 6=iWi,j
(Iiy0,i + λ

∑
j 6=i
Wi,j ŷ

(k)
j ),

which we can consider as (a slightly modified form of) label propagation, one of the first pro-
posed and most well-known methods for transductive semi-supervised learning [11, 37]. A quick
inspection of the above iteration shows why this method is called label propagation, since the term

λ
∑

j 6=iWi,j ŷ
(t)
j corresponds to propagating the labels of the neighbors of node i.

Replacing, the Laplacian quadratic form in (6) with the total variation of the signal (i.e., eq.
(4)), we get the optimization problem

ŷ ∈ arg min
y∈RN

‖z −Ay‖22 + λ‖My‖1. (8)

While the objective function is convex (since it is a sum of two convex terms), it is not differentiable,
so we need to either convert it to a form that is differentiable or use subgradients. The subgradient
of a convex function f : RN → R at a point x0 is a vector v ∈ RN such that for all x ∈ RN we have

f(x0) + vT (x− x0) ≤ f(x),

and the set of all subgradients of f at x0 is its subdifferential ∂f(x0). If the function is differentiable
then we would have ∂f(x0) = ∇f(x0). If we denote the objective function in (8) by f(y), then the
simplest method (at least conceptually) for finding the solution would be based on the iteration

y(k+1) = y(k) − αkg(y(k)),

where g(y(k)) ∈ ∂f(y(k)), and αk is a positive step-size which can be constant or chosen by a
step-size rule. This method can be considered the analog of the gradient descent algorithm for
nondifferentiable convex functions. Unfortunately, the iteration may not be a descent iteration for
any αk, i.e., we might have f(y(k+1)) > f(y(k)), although it can be shown that the distance to
the optimal point decreases at each iteration. In addition to this, this method may suffer from
slow convergence. However, we can thankfully utilize subgradients in other convex optimization
methods, such as proximal and proximal gradient methods, augmented lagrangian methods and the
closely related and highly popular alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM), primal-
dual methods, among others. In particular, the proximal gradient method and ADMM are well-
suited for this problem since they naturally lend themselves to objective functions that consist of
a differentiable and a non-differentiable part. For a comprehensive treatment of these algorithms
and the subgradient method please refer to [8].

If we do not want to involve subgradients or subdifferentials in solving (8), the simplest approach
is to convert it to a constrained quadratic problem

ŷ ∈ arg min
y∈RN ,t∈R|E|

‖z −Ay‖22 + λ(1T t) (9)

subject to − t ≤My ≤ t, (10)

where 1 denotes a vector of all ones with the appropriate size. The advantage of this form is that
we can apply any off-the-shelf QP solver to this problem to find the solution.
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3 Probabilistic Graphical Models

In this section, we review some of the fundamental concepts and algorithms behind the main tool we
use in this work for learning graph signals: probabilistic graphical models (PGM). First, a very brief
review of the fundamental concepts and definitions behind PGM’s is given. Next, Markov networks
which are the underlying model behind the method proposed in this work are discussed, including
a brief discussion of Lattice models, a simple but very influential type of Markov networks. Finally,
a few of the most popular methods for performing approximate inference in graphical models are
reviewed.

By merging ideas from probability theory and graph theory, PGM’s provide a powerful frame-
work for expressing our modeling assumptions and performing inference and reasoning about a set
of variables. We can think of a PGM as a model consisting of union of two parts: (1) a (directed
or undirected) graph where each node corresponds to a random variable (either discrete or con-
tinuous), and (2) a probability distribution defined over these variables. The major benefit that a
PGM provides is that in many cases, we can essentially read off the independence (and conditional
independence) relationships between the variables in the probability distribution from the graph,
and vise versa. Not only this can help to clarify the independence assumptions in our model, but
(as we will see later) this can also aid in doing efficient inference. In order to explain this essen-
tial property of graphical models, first we review the concepts of independence and conditional
independence between random variables.

Definition 1 (Potential). A potential φ(x) is a non-negative function of the random (vector)
variable x, i.e., φ(x = x) ≥ 0 for all x ∈ dom(x). A probability distribution p(x) is a special case
of a potential which sums to 1.

Definition 2 (Independence). Two random variables x and y, with domains dom(x) and dom(y)
are independent if

p(x,y) = p(x)p(y) or equivalently p(x|y) = p(x),

for all x ∈ dom(x) and y ∈ dom(y).

Definition 3 (Conditional independence). Two random variables x and y, with domains dom(x)
and dom(y) are conditionally independent given random variable z with domain dom(z) if

p(x,y|z) = p(x|y)p(y|z) or equivalently p(x|y, z) = p(x|y),

for all values of x ∈ dom(x),y ∈ dom(y), and z ∈ dom(z).

We denote conditional independence by the symbol ⊥. Also, we can generalize independence
and conditional independence to sets of variables, so that if X ,Y, and Z denote three sets of
variables, then X ⊥ Y or X ⊥ Y|∅ mean that X and Y are (unconditionally) independent, and
X ⊥ Y|Z means that X and Y are independent conditioned on Z.

Based on whether the edges in the graphical model are directed or not, we can have three types
of graphical models. A directed graphical model is one in which all the edges are directed. By
far the most-well known and widely used directed PGM is a Bayesian network, also known as a
belief network, in which the underlying graph is a directed acyclic graph and the joint distribution
over the variables is factorized into a set of conditional distributions where the conditioning set
in each factor is the ancestors of the corresponding variables. In an undirected model or Markov
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network, as the name suggests, all the edges are undirected. Finally, we can have both directed
and undirected edges in a graphical model, as in chain graphs and factor graphs. The important
difference between these models lies in the set of (conditional) independence assumptions they can
express. Specifically, Bayesian networks and Markov networks represent different independence
assumptions, while chain graphs are more expressive in this sense than both Bayesian networks
and Markov networks, and factor graphs are in turn more expressive than chain graphs. Since
the proposed model in this work is based on a Markov network, we focus on this model in the
subsequent sections and refer to [3] for an introduction to the other models.

3.1 Markov Networks

Informally, a Markov network defined on an undirected graph of variables is a distribution over the
variables which is equal to the product of potentials defined on maximal cliques of the graph. A
clique is a subset of nodes in a graph in which all the nodes are connected to each other, and a
maximal clique is a clique which no larger clique in the graph contains it. More formally, A Markov
network is defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Markov network). A Markov network for a set of random variables X is defined as

p(X ) =
1

Z

∏
c

φc(Xc),

where φc(Xc) is a potential defined on the subset of variables Xc ⊆ X belonging to a maximal clique
in the undirected graph which represents the model, and Z is the normalizing constant (also known
as partition function), i.e.,

Z =

∫
X

∏
c

φc(Xc).

In Fig. 3.1 we depict a simple undirected graph that corresponds to Markov network

p(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) =
1

Z
φ(x1, x2, x3, x4)φ(x3, x4, x5).

While the definition of the Markov network is based on maximal graphs, in the literature, the
definition is typically extended to cases where some potentials are defined for non-maximal cliques,
and even potentials concerning a single variable (i.e., unitary potential). For example, Fig. 3.1 can
also be considered as a Markov network representing the distribution

p(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) =
1

Z
φ(x1, x2, x3, x4)φ(x3, x5)φ(x4, x5),

where the potential φ(x3, x4, x5) over the maximal clique of x3−x4−x5 is replaced by two pair-wise
potentials.

An important question is what kind of conditional independence statements an undirected graph
which underlies a Markov network represents. These statements are known as Markov properties,
which are all equivalent and hold for any Markov network with positive potentials. The global
Markov property states that if X and Y are separated by Z, i.e., if every path from any member
of X to any member of Y passes through a member of Z, then X⊥Y|Z. Hence, if no path exists
between X and Y, we have X⊥Y. The local Markov property states,

p(x|X \ x) = p(x|Ne(x)),
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Figure 1: A simple undirected graph corresponding to the Markov network p(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) =
1
Zφ(x1, x2, x3, x4)φ(x3, x4, x5).

where X \ x denotes the set X excluding x, and Ne(x) denotes the neighbors of x. Finally, the
pairwise Markov property states that for any non-adjacent variables x and y, x⊥y|X \ {x, y}.

The Hammersely-Clifford theorem clarifies the relationship between the conditional statements
specified by an undirected graph and the distribution of the Markov network defined for such a
graph. It says that given the set of conditional independence statements implied by an undirected
graph (i.e., the Markov properties), the most general functional form of a distribution that satisfies
these statements is that specified by the Markov network over the graph, i.e., the product of
potentials defined on the cliques of the graph, provided the potentials are positive. It also says
that the other direction of the argument holds, i.e., given a factorization into clique potentials, the
Markov properties on the corresponding graph are implied.

Lattice models

An important type of pair-wise Markov networks, which the proposed model in this work is inspired
by, are known as lattice models. As the name suggests, they specify a distribution over a set of
variables that are arranged on a lattice, in which the distribution is p(X ) = 1

Z

∏
i∼j φi,j(xi, xj),

where i ∼ j denotes the set of indices in which i and j are neighbors in the undirected lattice
graph. φi,j(xi, xj) is typically a potential that forces the value or state of xi and xj to be similar.
While such models have been popular for a long time in the image processing community for tasks
such as image denoising and image in-painting or reconstruction (where the lattice is defined over
the image pixels) [17, 36], they originally come from a popular model in statistical physics for
describing a system of micro-magnets, known as the Ising model. In the Ising model, each variable
xi is a binary variable corresponding to the spin configuration of a magnet at a specific site in
the lattice, and the probability of a configuration of the overall system, X = x, is given by the
Boltzmann distribution

p(x) =
1

Z(β)
exp(−βE(x)),

where β is known as the inverse temperature, Z(β) =
∫
X exp(−βE(x)) is the partition function,

and E(X ) is known as the free energy of the systems defined by

E(x) = −
∑
i∼j

Wi,jI(xi = xj)−
∑
i

bixi, (11)
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where I(s) is the indicator function, i.e., I(s) = 1 if the statement s is true, and is equal to zero
otherwise. In (11), Wi,j determines the interaction between the magnets at sites i and j, and bi is
the external magnetic field or bias at site i. It is clear that the free energy definition encourages
neighboring sites to have similar magnetic spins while respecting the bias imposed by the external
fields. The parameter controlling the state of the system (i.e., what fraction of the magnets are
aligned) is β which is inversely proportional to the temperature. If the weights (or interactions)
Wi,j are nonnegative, then we can find the most likely configuration exactly and efficiently for
any arbitrary topology (i.e., not just lattices) by translating the problem into a minimum graph
cut problem [3]. Due to the equivalence of the minimum graph cut to the maximum flow we can
then use a max-flow algorithm such as the well-known Ford-Fulkerson algorithm and retrieve the
solution in O(N3) time [12].

There are other popular models which are closely related to the Ising model. One of these, the
Potts model, is simply the extension of the Ising model to variables with more than two states.
This model has also been used for color image denoising or inpainting. Although no efficient exact
inference methods exist for such models, a few popular approximate inference methods are based
on approximating the problem by a series of binary problem, where each problem is solved via
the above graph cut method [9, 22]. Another closely related model is the Boltzmann machine [1],
which as the name suggests is also based on the Boltzmann distribution. It can be considered as a
stochastic generative neural network where the distribution over the binary variables is

p(x) =
1

Z(W , b)
exp(

∑
i∼j

Wi,jxixj +
∑
i

bixi).

In this model, Wi,j are the weights between the nodes or neurons and bi are the biases, and both
can be considered as parameters that should be learned. Inference and learning in Boltzmann
machines is in general intractable and we must resort to approximate methods. A few of the more
important approximate inference methods are presented in the next section.

3.2 Approximate Inference Methods

In the model we consider later for graph signal learning and in many other cases in machine learning,
we typically have two types of variables: those that are observed, and those that are hidden. The
hidden variables could be hidden either because we have missing information about them (as in
graph signal learning where we do not know the label of most points), or they could be hidden
because they are latent variables which we invent to explain a phenomenon or observation.

In any case, often our ultimate goal is to find the most likely values or states for the hidden
variables given the values observed for the visible variables, i.e., to find the maximum a-posteriori
(MAP) estimate

ĥ ∈ arg max
h

p(h|v,Θ) = arg max
h

p(h,v|Θ), (12)

where h and v denote the value of the hidden and the visible variables respectively, and Θ denotes
all the parameters in the model. It is worth noting that the equality in (12) can make the inference
significantly easier in cases where the complete data likelihood p(h,v|Θ) does not have a simple or
tractable form, since for computing the posterior

p(h|v,Θ) =
p(h,v|Θ)

p(v|Θ)
, (13)
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we need to do an additional calculation to find p(v|Θ) =
∫
h p(h,v|Θ), which might be in-

tractable. Despite this, finding the exact MAP estimate by solving (12) might still be infeasible if
the complete likelihood is not simple enough or the problem size is not small enough.

What complicates things further is that our models usually include parameters that are unknown
and we should attempt to learn (In this case we can consider the parameters as additional hidden
variables). Probably the most popular approach for learning the parameters is maximum likelihood,
which here is equivalent to maximizing the marginal log-likelihood

Θ̂ ∈ arg max
Θ

log p(v|Θ) = arg max
Θ

log

∫
h
p(h,v|Θ) (14)

If the parameters in our model are continuous, then we can use a gradient-based optimization
algorithm to learn them. The gradient of the log-likelihood would then be

∂Θ log p(v|Θ) =
1

p(v|Θ)

∫
h
∂Θp(v,h|Θ) (15)

=

∫
h
p(h|v,Θ)∂Θ log p(h,v|Θ) (16)

=< ∂Θ log p(h,v|Θ) >p(h|v,Θ) (17)

where < q >p denotes the average of q with respect to the distribution p. However, this average is
not tractable to compute for complicated models, and we need to approximate it in some way.

These issues motivate us to resort to variational methods, in which we attempt to approximate
p(h|v,Θ) by a variational distribution q(h) and learn the parameters too, in an iterative fashion. In
order to find an accurate approximation to the posterior, we try to minimize the Kullback-Liebler
(KL) divergence between q(h) and p(h|v,Θ)

KL(q|p) =

∫
h
q(h) log

q(h)

p(h|v,Θ)
. (18)

The KL divergence is not a proper distance measure since it is not symmetric, but it can be shown
that KL(q|p) ≥ 0 and is equal to zero if and only if for all fixed v and Θ, q(h) = p(h|v,Θ). Since
the infeasibility of computing p(h|v,Θ) is one of the main reasons we resorted to the variational
method in the first place, we use the KL divergence to find a lower bound on p(h|v,Θ). Specifically,
we first use (13) in (18) to get

KL(q|p) =

∫
h
q(h) log q(h)−

∫
h
q(h) log p(h,v|Θ) + log p(v|Θ). (19)

Rearranging this equation, we get

log p(v|Θ) = −F (q, p) +KL(q|p), (20)

where

F (q, p) =

∫
h
q(h) log q(h)−

∫
h
q(h) log p(h,v|Θ) (21)

is commonly known as the free energy or Gibbs free energy. The first integral (or average) in (21)
is also known as the entropy, while the second one is known as the energy. Since KL(q|p) ≥ 0,
from eq. (20) we get the lower bound

log p(v|Θ) ≥ −F (q, p). (22)
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Hence, finding the tightest lower bound for log p(v|Θ) corresponds to minimizing the free energy
with respect to both q and Θ.

For minimizing the free energy with respect to (continuous) parameters, we need to compute
its gradient. Since the entropy is independent of Θ, the gradient of free energy would be

∂ΘF (q, p) = − < ∂Θ log p(h,v|Θ) >q(h) .

Comparing this with the gradient of the marginal log-likelihood (cf. (15)), we can see that the
gradient of the negative of the free energy is an approximation of the gradient of the marginal
log-likelihood, since the average with respect to the posterior has been replaced with the average
with respect to an approximation of the posterior (q(h)). Indeed, taking the gradient of both sides
in the inequality (22) shows that the gradient of the marginal log-likelihood is lower bounded by the
gradient of negative of the free energy. Therefore, minimizing the free energy with respect to the
parameters using a gradient based method is equivalent to approximately maximizing the marginal
log-likelihood. Of course, the accuracy of this approximation depends on the accuracy of q(h) in
approximating p(h|v,Θ). This is another viewpoint that ultimately provides the same objective as
for finding the tightest lower bound in (22), i.e., to minimize the free energy with respect to both
q and Θ in an iterative fashion.

Minimizing the free energy with respect to both q and Θ is essentially the unifying concept
behind the most commonly used approximate inference methods for graphical model. The difference
between these methods stems from the different assumptions on the family of distributions that q
comes from, and the way we compute q and Θ. Next, we present a few of these methods. Most of
these methods can be considered an EM-type algorithm, where at each iteration, first in the E-step,
we fix the parameters and minimize the free energy with respect to q, and in the M-step, we fix q
and minimize it with respect to the parameters, and we iterate these steps until convergence or for
fixed number of iterations.

3.2.1 Iterated conditional modes

In the most basic form of iterated conditional modes, we iteratively solve for each variable or
parameter, trying to find a value that minimizes the free energy, given the current value of all
the other variables and parameters. This translates to assuming q(h) = δ(h − ĥ), where ĥ is the
MAP estimate of the hidden variables and δ(·) is the Dirac delta function. Replacing this into the
equation for F (q, p), we maximize with respect to ĥi and Θi iteratively in any order, for a fixed
number of iterations or until convergence. Put more simply, the update equation for the i’th hidden
variable would be

hi = arg max
hi

p(hi|h \ hi,v,Θ).

For a Markov network, using the local Markov property, this can be rewritten as

hi = arg max
hi

p(hi|Ne(hi),Θ),

which can lead to considerable computational savings. While iterated conditional modes is perhaps
the simplest approximate inference or learning method in terms of implementation, it can produce
poor local maxima since it does not take into account the inter-dependency of the variables in the
posterior.
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3.2.2 Exact expectation maximization (EM)

It can be shown that if we do not have any assumptions on q other than the fact that it sums
(or integrates) to 1, then for any value of Θ, minimizing F (q, p) with respect to q results in
q(h) = p(h|v,Θ). This leads to the highly popular exact EM procedure (commonly known as
simply EM), wherein after initializing Θ with some randomly chosen value Θ0, we perform the
following steps until convergence or for a fixed number of iterations:
E-step: compute q(k+1)(h) = p(h|v,Θ(k)).
M-step: find Θ(k+1) ∈ arg minΘ F (q(k+1), p).

3.2.3 Variational EM

If the exact posterior is intractable, then we can assume q(h) comes from a certain family of
distributions to simplify the calculations. The most basic assumption we can make is known as
the ’naive’ mean field assumption, where we assume q(h) =

∏
i q(hi). Using this form for q in the

free energy (eq. (21)) and minimizing for each q(hi) individually leads to the general mean field
equations [3]

q(hi) ∝ exp(< log p(h,v|Θ) >∏
j 6=i q(hj))

Hence, we can construct a variational EM algorithm by replacing the E-step of the exact EM
algorithm with the mean field equations.

Even if the mean field equations are tractable in some case, they are be based on a naive
assumption since they do not account for the dependency between the variables. In these cases, the
mean-field approach may not result in an accurate estimate and we might benefit by considering
a structured variational EM approach. In a structure variational method, we impose a structure
on the form of q via a graphical model, although the more elaborate the structure the more the
computational cost would generally be.

3.2.4 Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a highly popular general method for inexact sampling,
which we can use to sample from a distribution that is either impossible to sample from directly or
computationally infeasible to do so. The basic idea in MCMC methods is to use a Markov chain to
sample in an iterative fashion. A Markov chain is a sequence of random variables x(1),x(2), . . . such
that the distribution of x(t) given all previous random variables only depends on x(t−1). We hope
that at each iteration, we sample from a transition distribution Tt(x

(t)|x(t−1)) that is closer to the
true distribution p(x). More specifically, we try to choose a Markov chain such that its stationary
distribution (the Markov chain distribution in the limit of t→∞) is close to the real distribution
and run the method long enough so that it reaches this stationary distribution.

The most general family of MCMC methods are known as Metropolis-Hastings algorithms. In
the more basic form of this algorithm, known simply as the Metropolis algorithm, first we draw
a sample x(0) randomly from an approximate starting distribution p0(x). Then, at iteration t
we sample a proposal x∗ from a jumping (or proposal) distribution Jt(x

∗|x(t−1)), and compute

the ratio r = p(x∗)
p(x(t−1))

. Then we set x(t) = x∗ with probability equal to min(r, 1), and otherwise

keep the previous value, i.e., set x(t) = x(t−1). In other words, if a proposal increases the true
probability density, we accept it, but if it decreases the density, we accept it we probability equal
to the density ratio r. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm works essentially in the same fashion,
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with the difference being that in the Metropolis algorithm we require the jumping distribution to
by symmetric, i.e., Jt(x

(t)|x(t−1)) = Jt(x
(t−1)|x(t)), and (due to the possible lack of symmetry in

the jumping distribution) the ratio we use in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is

r =
p(x∗)Jt(x

∗|x(t−1))

p(x(t−1))Jt(x(t−1)|x∗)
.

In order to make sure the samples we take from the Metropolis (or Metropolis-Hastings) algorithm
are accurate, besides carefully choosing the jumping distribution and the starting point(s), we need
to make sure the algorithm is run long enough. In this regard, we discard the early iterations,
which are known as warm-up or burn-in, since they can often be far from the true distribution.
A common (but conservative) practice is to discard the entire first half of the simulation. We
also need to monitor the convergence of the algorithm. This can be done for example by running
simultaneous parallel chains from different starting points, breaking up each chain in half (after
discarding the burn-in iterations) and comparing the within and between variance of the chains, to
ensure the chains have mixed and are stationary too. For the exact implementation of this method
please refer to [16, chapter 11].

Gibbs sampling

One of the simplest and also most popular MCMC algorithms is the Gibbs sampler. In this
method, at each iteration we sample each component of x separately and sequentially, based on

the current value of all the other components, i.e., we sample x
(t)
i from p(xi|x(t−1)

−i ), where x
(t−1)
−i =

(x
(t)
1 , · · · , x(t)

i−1, x
(t−1)
i+1 , · · · , x(t−1)

N ). Hence, Gibbs sampling can be thought of as a form of ICM where
instead of choosing the MAP value of xi given all the other variables, we choose it stochastically.
We can also think of a Gibbs sampler as a type of Metropolis algorithm if we assume each iteration
consists of N steps, where at step i of iteration t we use the jumping distribution Ji,t(·|·) to sample
along the i’th dimension of x according to

Ji,t(x
∗|x(t−1)) =

{
p(x∗i |x

(t−1)
−i ) if x∗−i = x

(t−1)
−i

0 otherwise.

Gibbs sampling can work well if the variables (or the coordinates of the vector variable) are not
strongly correlated, otherwise it can be very slow. In addition, if the distribution has regions with
very low probability surrounded by high probability regions, then single coordinate updates might
mean that we might get stuck in one region and have trouble navigating through the whole space.

We can use the samples extracted from any sampling algorithm to find the approximate dis-
tribution q(h), as in the E-step of the algorithms above, and hence construct an MCMC-EM or
Gibbs-EM algorithm. In particular, if we collect h1, . . . ,hS as samples, then if the variables are
discrete, we would have

q(h = hp) =
1

S

S∑
i=1

I(hi = hp),

for hp ∈ dom(h), where I(·) denotes the indicator function (i.e., I(x) = 1 if x = true , and 0 otherwise.)
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3.2.5 Loopy belief propagation

Loopy belief propagation (LBP) is another widely popular method for approximate inference on
graphical models. It is an iterative method based on message passing between the nodes of the
graph. There are two forms of LBP: the sum-product algorithm and the max-product algorithm (or
the min-product algorithm if we want to minimize a cost function instead of maximizing a distri-
bution). In the sum-product version we are interested in finding the marginals of the distribution,
while in the max-product version we want to find the most likely values or configuration of the
variables. First we briefly explain the sum-product form of the algorithm and then point out how
we derive the max-product form with only a minor modification. Consider an arbitrary pair-wise
Markov network defined as

p(x) =
1

Z

∏
i∼j

φ(xi, xj).

We seek to find an approximation q(x) to this distribution. First, all the messages are set to unity
(or a uniform distribution). Then, at each update iteration, all the messages are updated according
ot a fixed pre-determined schedule. At each such iteration, a message is passed from node i to node
j, which we denote by mij(xi) when the value of the variable at node j is set to xJ . The message
is updated according to

mij(xj) =

∫
xi

φ(xi, xj)
∏

k∈Ne(i),k 6=j

mki(xi)

The message passing iterations continue according to the schedule for a fixed number of iterations
or until convergence is reached. At convergence, the marginal p(xi) is approximated by

q(xi) ∝
∏

j∈Ne(i)

mji(xi),

and the pairwise marginals are approximated by

q(xi, xj) ∝
∏

k∈Ne(i),k 6=i

mki(xi) φ(xi, xj)
∏

k∈Ne(j),k 6=j

mkj(xj)

After convergence, we can maximize each marginal q(xi) individually to find the most likely label
for each node. However, if we are interested in the joint most likely configuration, we should
instead use the max-product algorithm. The max-product algorithm is essentially the same as the
sum-product one, except, in the message update iteration the integration operation is replaced by
maximizing over xi, and at convergence, we have a belief function at each node determined by

bi(xi) ∝
∏

j∈Ne(i)

mji(xi).

We get the most likely joint configuration by maximizing each belief function with respect to its
variable individually.

At this point, we highlight some important practical and theoretical issues regarding LBP: (1) for
trees, belief propagation is guaranteed to converge to the exact marginals in at most 2|E| iterations,
where |E| is the number of edges in the graph. For this reason it can be a very efficient inference
method than naively marginalizing over the states of 2N−1 variables to find the marginal for one
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variable. However, for graphs that contain loops there are no general convergence guarantees, and
the method can diverge or oscillate. Despite this, if the loops are relatively long (so that the
change in a variable does not reverberate back to it) and the links between the variables are not
too strong, we can expect it to provide a fairly accurate approximation in a relatively short time.
This, combined with its amenability to distributed implementation, has allowed it to enjoy a great
deal of popularity in the machine learning and image processing communities. (2) The accuracy
and convergence of LBP depends on the message updating schedule. (3) For continuous variables,
the messages are functions (as opposed to vectors for discrete variables) and this can result in high
memory and computation time requirements. This essentially limits the method to parametric
distributions that are closed with respect to products and marginalization (meaning that taking
the product of and marginalizing distributions belonging to this family results in a distribution
that also belongs to the same family), where message passing amounts to parameter passing. For
example, if the potentials are Gaussians, then message passing can be implemented as passing
means and covariances. However, if the potentials do not belong to such families, the simplest way
to deal with this problem is discretization, although this introduces additional quantization errors.
Other proposed remedies for this problem include approximate message passing [25], which requires
the network to be dense to be accurate, and nonparametric belief propagation which is based on
approximating messages by Gaussian mixture models [33].

It is worth mentioning that LPB can be derived as a variational procedure, and it can also be
formulated for factor graphs and combined with the EM algorithm, so that in the E-step we ap-
proximate the clique marginals with LPB and in the M-step use these approximations to maximize
the free energy just as in the previously described methods. For these derivations, please refer to
[14].

3.3 Approximate inference in undirected models

Learning the parameters in the model, and by extension approximate inference, is generally (much)
more challenging in an undirected model compared to a directed model. To see this, consider an
undirected model defined by

p(h,v|Θ) =
1

Z(Θ)
p̃(h,v|Θ), (23)

Z(Θ) =
∫
h,v p̃(h,v|Θ) is the partition function. In a Markov network, the unnormalized potential

is p̃(h,v|Θ) =
∏
c φc(hc,vc|Θ), where φc(hc,vc|Θ) is the potential defined on the set of hidden and

visible variables belonging to clique c (see definition 4).
As shown in the appendix, in this case we have

∂Θ log p̃(v|Θ) = ∂Θ log

∫
h
p(h,v|Θ)− ∂Θ logZ(Θ) (24)

=< ∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) >p(h|v,Θ) − < ∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) >p(h,v|Θ) . (25)

The first term in this equation is referred to as the clamped average (since the average is over h
while v is kept constant at the value v), while the second one is called the unclamped average.
Using the derivative of the log partition function, i.e., the unclamped average, we can easily show

−∂ΘF (q, p) = < ∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) >q(h) − < ∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) >p(h,v|Θ), (26)

where q(h) is an approximation of p(h|v,Θ) that we try to find from an approximate inference (EM-
type) algorithm. In practice, for many distributions, both averages are intractable to compute. In
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these cases, we can approximate them, and perhaps the easiest way to do so is via approximate
sampling. Specifically, assume in our training data we have set v = vc and in the current iteration of
our EM-type algorithm Θ is set to Θ(k). Furthermore, assume h1

c , . . . ,h
S
c and (h1

u,v
1
u), . . . , (hSu ,v

S
u )

are approximate samples taken from p(h|v,Θ(k)) and p(h,v|Θ(k)) respectively, acquired from Gibbs
sampling or another form of MCMC sampling. Then, we can approximate (26) via

−∂ΘF (q, p) =
1

S

S∑
s=1

∂Θ log p̃(hsc,vc|Θ)− 1

S

S∑
s=1

∂Θ log p̃(hsu,v
s
u|Θ) (27)
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4 Proposed Model for Graph Signal Recovery

In this section, first, a graphical model for recovering a smooth graph signal is proposed. The key
component of this model, which can be considered as form of pairwise Markov network defined over
the data graph, are the prior potentials enforcing the smoothness of the signal. Next, two different
choices are presented for this smoothness prior, and finally, the issue of optimizing the parameters
of the model is briefly discussed.

Henceforth, assume we have access to the data graph G = (V, E ,W ), where W ∈ {0, 1}N×N
is the adjacency matrix. Further assume the measurements are taken from a small sampling set
M = {m1, . . . ,mM}, with M = |M| << N , and assume they are contaminated with additive
white Gaussian noise. Denote the graph signal by the random variable y and the measurements
by the random variable z. Therefore, for i = 1, . . . ,M we have zi = ymi

+ ni, where mi ∈ M,
ni ∼ N (0, σ2

n) is the noise, and σn > 0 is the standard deviation of the noise.
Denoting all the parameters of the model by Θ, our goal is to find

arg max
y

p(y|z,Θ) = arg max
y

p(y, z|Θ) (28)

We define the joint likelihood via p(y, z|Θ) = p(z|y,Θ)p(y|Θ), where p(z|y,Θ) is the likelihood of
the measurements given the graph signal and the parameters and p(y|Θ) is the graph signal prior.
Assuming the measurements are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), the first term is
readily given by the white Gaussian noise assumption

p(z|y,Θ) =
∏

mj∈M
N (zj ; ymj

, σ2
n). (29)

Based on the assumption regarding the smoothness of the signal, the prior can also be defined by

p(y|Θ) ∝
∏
i∼j

φ(yi, yj |Θ), (30)

where φ(yi, yj |Θ) is a positive potential which enforces the graph signal at the neighboring nodes
i and j to be similar. Putting these two equations together, the joint likelihood is given by the
pairwise Markov network

p(y, z|Θ) =
1

Z(Θ)

∏
mj∈M

N (zj ; ymj
, σ2

n)
∏
i∼j

φ(yi, yj |Θ). (31)

4.1 Prior

The success of the model in accurately modeling the problem and its computational tractability
for inference and learning to a large extent depends on the choice of the prior.

4.1.1 Two state Gaussian mixture prior

A natural and simple choice for the prior potentials enforcing smoothness of the signal would be a
two state Gaussian mixture model, i.e.,

φ(yi, yj |Θ) = αN (yi − yj ; 0, σ0) + (1− α)N (yi − yj ; 0, σ1), (32)
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with the mixture coefficient 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 and the standard deviations σ1 > σ0 > 0. The first Gaussian
corresponds to a small signal difference over the edge {i, j}, while the second one corresponds to
a large difference. In this way, α can be interpreted as a parameter determining the edge sparsity
rate. Hence, the parameter vector would be Θ = (σ2

n, σ
2
0, σ

2
1, α). This prior has been previously

utilized for one dimensional signal recovery [4], i.e., compressed sensing, however the author is
unaware of any case where it has been considered for (continuous) graph signal recovery.

4.1.2 Laplace prior

A distribution which is frequently used for promoting sparsity, is the Laplace prior defined as

L(x;µ, λ) =
1

2λ
exp(

−|x− µ|
λ

).

The Laplace prior is also underlying a probabilistic interpretation of the well-known ’least absolute
shrinkage and selection operator’ (LASSO) method in statistics and machine learning [34], The
LASSO problem can be considered as a form of Bayesian regression, where the likelihood of the
measurement y given the data X and the regression coefficients (or weights) w is given by

p(y|X,w) = N (y; Xw, σ),

for some σ, and the prior is given by

p(w) = L(w; 0, λw).

Ignoring the terms that do not depend on w and multiplying by constants, finding the MAP
estimate of w from log p(w|X,y) leads to the (regularized form of) the LASSO problem

ŵ ∈ arg max
w
‖y −Xw‖22 + λ‖w‖1,

with the regularization parameter λ.
Utilizing the Laplace prior for our problem of graph signal recovery, we define the pairwise

potentials by
φ(yi, yj |Θ) = L(yi − yj ; 0, λ).

This is equivalent to defining the prior as

p(y|Θ) = L(My, 0, λI), (33)

where M is the incidence matrix as defined in Eq. (3). Finding the MAP estimate of y then
corresponds to the convex optimization problem defined in Eq. (8).

4.2 Optimizing the Parameters

With this choice of a model, due to the constraints over the parameters, then the E-step of a
EM-type algorithm would be a constrained optimization problem. If θ ∈ RT , then the problem is
to find

θ̂ ∈ arg min
θ∈Θ

f(θ), (34)
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where Θ = {θ | li ≤ θi ≤ ui, i = 1, . . . , T} is the constraint set and f(θ) is equal to F (q, p) as a
function of θ (i.e., with q held constant). One of the simplest and most general methods for solving
this problem is the gradient projection method. The k’th iteration of this method is defined as

θ(k+1) = θ(k) + η(k)(θ̄(k) − θ(k)), (35)

where
θ̄(k) = Proj(θ(k) − sk∇f(θ(k))). (36)

Here, η(k) ∈ [0, 1] and s(k) ≥ 0 both can be viewed as stepsizes, and Proj(x) denotes the projection
of x over the constraint set. If the constraint set only consists of a box constraint as in problem
(34), then the i’th component of the projection would simply be

Proj(x)i =


ui if xi ≥ ui
li if xi ≤ li
xi otherwise.

(37)

We can use many different ways to choose the stepsizes, but the simplest one is to choose constant
values, i.e., η(k) = 1 and s(k) = s > 0. It can be shown that if ∇f(θ) satisfies the Lipschitz
continuity condition for some constant L > 0, i.e., if we have

‖∇f(x)−∇f(y)‖ ≤ L‖x− y‖,∀ x,y ∈ Θ,

then if s < 2
L , every limit point of the gradient projection method is a stationary point (i.e., a local

optimum) [7].

4.3 The Unnormalized Log-likelihood Gradient

If we consider y as the hidden variable and z as the visible one, then we can use equation (27) as
an approximate way to learn the parameters of the model, given an observation (or clamping of)
the measurements z = zc. Specifically, casting (31) in the general form of undirected models in
(23), we have

p(y, z|Θ) =
1

Z(Θ)
p̃(y, z|Θ),

and using the potential in (32) in (31), it is easy to see that we have

log p̃(y, zc|Θ) = −M
2

log(2π)−M log σn −
1

2σ2
n

∑
mj∈M

(zcj − yij )2 (38)

+
∑
i∼j

log(
α√

2πσ0

exp(−(yi − yj)2

2σ2
0

) +
(1− α)√

2πσ1

exp(−(yi − yj)2

2σ2
1

)). (39)
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Using this equation, it is straightforward to show

∂σn log p̃(y, zc|Θ) = −M
σn

+
1

σ3
n

∑
mj∈M

(zcj − yij )2 (40)

∂α log p̃(y, zc|Θ) =
∑
i∼j

(α+
1

σ1
σ0

exp(
−(yi−yj)2

2 ( 1
σ2
0
− 1

σ2
1
))− 1

)−1 (41)

∂σ0 log p̃(y, zc|Θ) =
∑
i∼j

α
σ0

(
(yi−yj)2

σ2
0
− 1)

α+ (1− α)σ0σ1 exp(
(yi−yj)2

2 ( 1
σ2
0
− 1

σ2
1
))

(42)

∂σ1 log p̃(y, zc|Θ) =
∑
i∼j

1−α
σ1

(
(yi−yj)2

σ2
1
− 1)

(1− α) + ασ1σ0 exp(− (yi−yj)2

2 ( 1
σ2
0
− 1

σ2
1
))

(43)
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5 Numerical Experiments

This section presents a few numerical experiments in which the graphical model proposed in the
previous section was used for modeling the graph signal on a few different synthetic and real-world
graphs. The approximate inference methods described in section 3.2, and two deterministic methods
based on total variation and graph Laplacian minimization were compared in the task of recovering
the graph signal from a few random noisy measurements, both in terms of recovery accuracy and
time. The main tool used for implementing the experiments was UGM [31]. UGM is a Matlab
toolbox for modeling and inference with undirected graphical models. Since it assumes discrete
random variables, it requires providing a table for node potentials (i.e. unitary potentials) and
another table for edge potentials (i.e. pairwise potentials), which specify the respective probabilities
for all the states of the variables (The pseudo-code of the algorithms used are presented in the
Appendix.)

However, we assume the graph signal is continuous, and hence we have to discretize (or encode)
the variables (the graph signal at each node) when providing the probability tables, and we also
need to de-discretize or decode the states when evaluating the inference returned by the various
UGM methods. In order to discretize the variables, we specify a range for the values they can take
and a quantization step. For example, assume x ∈ [xmin, xmax] and Sq is the quantization step.
Then, x has (xmax − xmin)/Sq states, and state i corresponds to the value x = xmin + (i− 1) ∗ Sq.
Discretizing the variables means the probability distributions assigned to the potentials should also
be quantized. If p(x) is the probability distribution of x, and pd(xd) is the probability mass function
of the discrete version of x, then we can define

pd(xd = i) = p(x < xmin + i ∗ Sq)− p(x < xmin + (i− 1) ∗ Sq.)

Since our model is based on a Gaussian distribution for the measurements and a mixture of Gaus-
sians for other edge potentials, these values are easy to compute using the cumulative distribution
function of the normal distribution.

The recovery accuracy was evaluated via the empirical mean of the normalized mean squared
error (NMSE). Specifically, if y is the true graph signal and ŷ(t) is the recovered signal in the t’th
simulation run, then the NMSE of ŷ(t) is

ε̂(t) =
‖y − ŷ(t)‖22
‖y‖22

,

and the empirical mean of the NMSE over T simulation runs is

ε̄ =
1

T

T∑
t=1

ε̂(t).

For comparison, two deterministic recovery methods were also test (c.f., Section 2.4). The first
one is based on solving

ŷ ∈ arg min
y∈RN

‖z −Ay‖22 + λyTLy, (44)

which can be easily solved via
ŷ = (ATA+ λL)†ATz, (45)
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where † denotes the pseudo-inverse.This method is henceforth referred to as the Laplacian method
for simplicity, due to using the Laplacian quadratic form in the regularizer. The second method is
based on solving

ŷ ∈ arg min
y∈RN

‖z −Ay‖22 + λ‖My‖1, (46)

which is henceforth simply referred to as the TV method, due to using total variation (TV) in the
regularizer term. This is an unconstrained convex optimization problem, which was solved using
CVX, a Matlab-based package for solving convex programs [18].

Before presenting the experiments, it should be mentioned here that, at first, an algorithm
for optimizing the parameters of the graphical model was implemented (based on the procedure
discussed in the previous section), using both the projected gradient method and the interior
point methods (with gradient descent and the BFGS methods both tried in the inner loop) used
as the optimization routine, and both Gibbs sampling and MCMC methods for providing the
samples needed for approximating the gradient. However, despite these efforts and experimenting
with different parameters of the optimization methods and the starting points for optimizations,
no satisfactory and stable results were achieved. This could be due to several reasons, such as
the landscape of the objective function being badly behaving, the errors in approximating the
samples, and the errors incurred during the optimization procedure. For this reason, the following
experiments mostly used heuristic settings for the model parameters.

5.1 Experiments on a Chain Graph

Possibly the simplest graph we can use for experimenting with graph signal recovery is a chain
graph. In a chain graph, as the name implies, the nodes are linked together in a linear chain. For
this experiment, a 100 node chain graph was considered, where the nodes were divided into clusters
of 5 nodes, with the graph signal alternating between values of 2 and 4 in each cluster. From each
cluster, one node was chosen at random (i.e., sampling ratio of 0.2) and a noisy measurement was
taken from the node, with σn = 0.1. σn was assumed known, α was set to 0.8 (i.e., approximately
the true ratio of sparse edges in the graph), and σ0 was fixed at 0.01, since we know all the nodes
in a cluster have the same signal. The quantization step was set to 0.05, and the range of the
measurements was chosen to be zmax = ymax + 5σn = 4.5 and zmin = ymin − 5σn = 1.5.

Table 1 displays the empirical mean and standard deviation of NMSE of the recovered graph
signal for a few (approximate) inference methods (with Gibbs sampling run with 1000 burn-in
iterations and 1000 sampling iterations) and different values of σ1, over 100 runs. The sum product
(LBP) method seems to generally perform better than other methods, although the lowest NMSE
was achieved by the mean field method for σ1 = 1.5.

Table 2 shows the results for the Laplacian and TV methods, for different values of the tuning
parameter λ. The smallest error achieved with these methods was 0.045 and 0.048 for the Laplacian
and TV methods respectively, for λ = 0.1, which is slightly lower than the smallest error achieved
with the approximate inference methods.

Finally, figure 3 shows the mean computational time of all the methods tested. For the Laplacian
method, this also includes the time to compute the Laplacian matrix, while for the TV method
it includes the time to compute the incidence matrix (M). As we can see, with the exception of
the Gibbs method, the other approximate inference methods have relatively low convergence times,
when compared to the deterministic methods. The high convergence time of the Gibbs method
may be due to the fact that sampling each variable independently may be too simplistic for the
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Figure 2: The graph signal defined over the chain graph used in the experiment, with the red circles
representing the sampling set.

σ1

0.5 1 1.5 2

Iterated Conditional Modes 0.152 ± 0.006 0.159 ± 0.002 0.159 ± 0.001 0.159 ± 0.002
Max Product 0.116 ± 0.016 0.128 ± 0.017 0.125 ± 0.018 0.127 ± 0.015
Sum Product 0.055 ± 0.012 0.063 ± 0.013 0.065 ± 0.012 0.067 ± 0.012
Mean Field 0.090 ± 0.016 0.123 ± 0.016 0.022 ± 0.016 0.120 ± 0.014
Gibbs Sampling 0.072 ± 0.012 0.089 ± 0.016 0.094 ± 0.016 0.099 ± 0.017

Table 1: Empirical mean and standard deviation of NMSE of recovered graph signal defined over
a chain graph, obtained by different approximate inference methods for different values of σ1.

distribution here, and so it has a hard time navigating it (c.f., Section 3.2.4). It should be noted
however that these times depend on the particular implementation in the software packages used
(UGM for the graphical models, and CVX for the TV method), and further optimizations might
be possible.

5.2 Experiments on the Stochastic Block Model

For these simulations, in each run, a SBM with 100 nodes and 4 clusters with sizes equal to
10, 20, 30, 40 was generated, with intra-cluster edge probability p = 0.3 and inter-cluster edge
probability q = 0.05 (an example is shown in Figure 4). α was set to the mean ratio of the
number of inter-cluster edges to all the edges, which for the SBM with the given parameters is
(approximately) 0.7. For a node i belonging to cluster Ci, the true signal value was chosen as
yi = bi + εi, where bi ∼ U(2, 4) is the base signal for cluster Ci, and εi ∼ N (0, 0.05). Hence, we fix
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λ
0.1 1 10 100

Laplacian 0.045 ± 0.004 0.065 ± 0.003 0.091 ± 0.001 0.098 ± 1.56e−4

TV 0.048 ± 0.004 0.093 ± 0.001 0.100 ± 6.6e−5 0.100 ± 6.5e−5

Table 2: Empirical mean and standard deviation of NMSE of recovered graph signal defined over a
chain graph, obtained by the two deterministic recovery methods, for different values of the tuning
parameter λ.
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Figure 3: The mean empirical computational time for all the methods tested on the chain graph.
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σ0 at 2 × 0.05 = 0.1. The measurement noise σn was also set to 0.1, and the range of the signal
and the quantization step were the same as the previous experiment.

In each run, after generating the SBM and the true signal value, 20 nodes where chosen uniformly
at random as the sampling set, and the measurement vector z was computed according to the
Gaussian noise model. Table 3 displays the NMSE of the recovered signal for different methods
and values of σ1. The max product, sum product and mean field methods seem to achieve lower
NMSE than the rest, and the smallest NMSE was obtained with the mean field method for σ1 = 2.
Table 4 displays the results for TV and Laplacian methods. As can be seen from these tables, just
as in the case of the chain graph, the smallest errors achieved with these methods is slightly smaller
than that of the approximate methods.

The Laplace prior was also tested on the SBM. The same procedure was repeated, except using
the Laplace prior for the edge potentials. Table 5 summarizes the result for a few values of the λ
parameter of the prior. The errors seem to be slightly lower than in the previous simulations with
the two-state mixture model.

Finally, figure 5 shows the mean computational time for all the methods tested on the SBM. As
expected the times are higher than those for the chain graph (due to the complexity of the graph),
however we can see the same pattern here.

Figure 4: An example of the SBM used for the simulations. Node colors represent the clusters.
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σ1

0.5 1 1.5 2

Iterated Conditional Modes 0.109 ± 0.032 0.110 ± 0.034 0.112 ± 0.033 0.113 ± 0.034
Max Product 0.025 ± 0.022 0.033 ± 0.035 0.030 ± 0.026 0.028 ± 0.027
Sum Product 0.023 ± 0.016 0.030 ± 0.029 0.028 ± 0.024 0.026 ± 0.026
Mean Field 0.025 ± 0.015 0.018 ± 0.014 0.019 ± 0.019 0.017 ± 0.018
Gibbs Sampling 0.027 ± 0.017 0.033 ± 0.026 0.037 ± 0.029 0.042 ± 0.036

Table 3: Empirical mean and standard deviation of NMSE of recovered graph signal defined over
a SBM, obtained by different approximate inference methods for different values of σ1.

λ
0.1 1 10 100

Laplacian 0.019 ± 0.012 0.025 ± 0.019 0.027 ± 0.018 0.026 ± 017
TV 0.026 ± 0.017 0.027 ± 0.020 0.028 ± 0.019 0.026 ± 0.017

Table 4: Empirical mean and standard deviation of NMSE of recovered graph signal defined over
a SBM, obtained by the two deterministic recovery methods, for different values of the tuning
parameter λ.

λ
0.25 1 4 16

Iterated Conditional Modes 0.120 ± 0.032 0.110 ± 0.035 0.104 ± 0.004 0.107 ± 0.037
Max Product 0.024 ± 0.024 0.025 ± 0.021 0.025 ± 0.030 0.024 ± 0.021
Sum Product 0.019 ± 0.015 0.019 ± 0.013 0.016 ± 0.009 0.021 ± 0.015
Mean Field 0.019 ± 0.015 0.019 ± 0.013 0.016 ± 0.009 0.021 ± 0.014
Gibbs Sampling 0.021 ± 0.016 0.021 ± 0.014 0.027 ± 0.011 0.021 ± 0.016

Table 5: Empirical mean and standard deviation of NMSE of recovered graph signal defined over
a SBM, obtained by different approximate inference methods, when utilizing the Laplace prior for
edge potentials with different values of the prior parameter λ.

5.3 Experiment on the LFR graph

Most (if not all) real world networks, including social networks, networks of interactions between
proteins in a cell, networks in the brain, among many more, besides usually being large, have
certain properties which are generally gathered under the umbrella term ’complex networks’. These
properties include: (1) High transitivity of the nodes, i.e., the tendency of the neighbors of two
nodes to be neighbors with each other, which is usually quantified by the clustering coefficient,
a measure of how clustered the graph is. (2) Low average shortest path length between any two
nodes, which is referred to as the small-world effect. (3) The distribution of node degrees (i.e., the
number of neighbors of a node) follows a power law distribution, i.e., p(k = k) = Ck−α, where
k denotes the degree of a randomly chosen node, and C and α are constant. Networks with this
property are also known as scale-free.
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Figure 5: The mean empirical computational time for all the methods tested on the stochastic
block model.

The SBM, while possibly the most popular and simplest method for generating synthetic clus-
tered graphs, is not a very good model for complex networks. Most importantly, the degree distri-
bution of each node is a sum of independent binomial distributions, all the nodes have the same
expected degree, and the community sizes are fixed a priori. To overcome these shortcomings,
the Lancichinetti-Fortunato-Radicci (LFR) model was proposed a few years ago, in which both
the node degrees and community sizes follow separate power law distributions, making it a better
model of complex networks [21] (There are also other well-known models such as the Barabási-
Albert model which follows the power-law distribution but has small average clustering coefficient,
and the Watts-Strogatz small-world model has high clustering coefficient and short path lengths
but is not scale-free). In addition to the parameters of these distributions, the model has a mix-
ing parameter for determining the proportion of inter-cluster edges to intra-cluster edges, and also
provides the option to specify the average expected degree and the maximum degree in the network.

For this experiment, in each run an LFR graph was generated, with the average degree, maxi-
mum degree, exponents for the degree and community size distributions, and the mixing parameter
set to 7, 15, 2, 1, and 0.3, respectively. The algorithm used automatically outputs the communities
(clusters) of the graph, and for generating the graph signal a similar scheme to the one for the
SBM was used: For a node i belonging to cluster Ci, the true signal value was set according to
yi = bi + εi, where bi ∼ U(1, 5) is the base signal for cluster Ci, and εi ∼ N (0, 0.05). In each run,
once again, %20 of the nodes were randomly chosen for the sampling set. The mean NMSE over
100 runs were 0.369 ± 0.005, 0.076 ± 0.003, 0.072 ± 0.002, and 0.073 ± 0.003, for the ICM, max
product, sum product, and mean field methods respectively. For the deterministic methods, the
Laplacian method achieved an NMSE of 0.080 ± 0.003, while the TV method achieved an NMSE
of 0.099± 0.003. We can see that the max product, sum product, and mean field methods achieve
very close and small errors for this synthetic model of a graph signal over a complex network, and
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slightly outperform the deterministic methods.

5.4 Experiment on a Real World Dataset

The model was further tested on a real world dataset, namely the Amazon co-purchase dataset,
which is a collection of products purchased on the Amazon website during a specific time-period [23].
For each product, it is indicated which other products it is frequently co-purchased with, and what
is the average user rating for that product (a number between 0 and 5), which is chosen as the graph
signal. First, based on the co-purchase information, an undirected graph was extracted (discarding
the products with no co-purchase information). Next, due to computational constraints, a smaller
subgraph was chosen by performing a random walk for 2000 iterations, where in each iteration all
the neighbors of the randomly chosen node were added to the subgraph. This resulted in a graph
with 5227 nodes and 12578 edges. In each simulation run, after randomly choosing r = 0.2 of the
nodes as the sampling set with the same added measurement noise as in the previous experiment,
and setting σ1 = 2 while using the same values for the rest of the parameters in the graphical
model as in the previous experiment, the previously discussed approximate inference methods were
used to recover the graph signal. Figure 6 shows empirical mean and standard deviation of the
recovered signal using these methods, over 100 simulation runs. Just as for the synthetic graphs,
the mean field and sum product algorithm are the top two performers. The deterministic methods
were also tested on this dataset, and the Laplacian method gave an NMSE of 0.341± 0.037 while
the TV method resulted in an NMSE of 0.421± 0.129 (λ was set to 0.1 for both approaches since
it resulted in the lowest error for the synthetic graphs). We can see that in this case the mean field
and sum product methods actually performed slightly better than the deterministic methods.
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Figure 6: The empirical mean and standard deviation of the NMSE of the signal recovered from
the Amazon dataset.
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6 Conclusion

This work formulated the problem of learning a smooth, continuous graph signal, or graph-based
transductive semi-supervised learning, using a few noisy measurements, in the context of proba-
bilistic graphical models. This translates to a Markov network in which the nodes correspond to
random variables representing the signal over all the data points and the provided measurements,
and the edges consist of those in the graph representation of the dataset (which represent the simi-
larity between the points), in addition to edges connecting the measurement nodes to the respective
nodes where they are sampled from. In this graphical model, prior potentials on the first set of
edges enforce the smoothness of the signal, while another set of potentials on the second set of
edges enforces the assumption on the noise (such as being Gaussian). Furthermore, approximate
methods for learning the graph signal and optimizing the parameters of the model were discussed.
Numerical experiments on both synthetic and real data sets demonstrated that, using a relatively
small number of noisy samples, these approximate methods can recover the graph signal with a
fairly small error (especially for mean field and sum-product methods), which is also very close
to the error achieved with deterministic graph signal learning methods. Without quantization (or
more accurate quantization) and better setting for parameters, the errors would be even smaller.

There are several avenues for future research on this topic: (1) Designing and implementing an
efficient method for optimizing the graphical model parameters. This is a very challenging task,
especially for a large graph, due to the need for approximation of the gradients involved, and the
nature of the constrained optimization problem. (2) Investigating or designing methods which work
directly with continuous variables (such as expectation propagation), without the need for discretiz-
ing them, which incurs additional error on top of the main error given by the approximate inference
methods. (3) A theoretical or at least comprehensive empirical characterization of the convergence
time of the presented inference methods (or others), which could depend on the topology of the
data graph. (4) A comprehensive comparison of the presented methods with popular deterministic
graph signal learning methods (as introduced in Section 2.4), in terms of accuracy, sensitivity to
the number of samples (i.e., efficiency), and convergence time. This comparison would be crucial
in determining the real value of graphical models for this task, especially for larger datasets.
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7 Appendix

Derivation of marginal log-likelihood gradient in undirected models (Eq. 24):

As in section 3.3, we assume

p(h,v|Θ) =
1

Z(Θ)
p̃(h,v|Θ).

Hence, we have

∂Θ log p(v|Θ) = ∂Θ log

∫
h
p̃(h,v|Θ)− ∂Θ logZ(Θ) (47)

=
1

p̃(v|Θ)

∫
h
∂Θp̃(h,v|Θ)− 1

Z(Θ)

∫
h,v

∂Θp̃(h,v|Θ) (48)

=

∫
h

p̃(h,v|Θ)

Z(Θ)p(v|Θ)
∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ)− 1

Z(Θ)

∫
h,v

p̃(h,v)∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) (49)

=

∫
h

p(h,v|Θ)

p(v|Θ)
∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ)−

∫
h,v

p(h,v|Θ)∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) (50)

=

∫
h
p(h|v,Θ)∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ)−

∫
h,v

p(h,v|Θ)∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) (51)

=< ∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) >p(h|v,Θ) − < ∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ) >p(h,v|Θ) . (52)

In the third line we have used the fact that p̃(v|Θ) = Z(Θ)p(v|Θ) and

∂Θp̃(h,v|Θ) = p̃(h,v|Θ)∂Θ log p̃(h,v|Θ).
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Algorithms:

Algorithm 1 Augmented data graph and edge potential generation

Input: Data graph G = (V, E ,W), sampling set M, measurement vector z, model parameters
σn, σ0, σ1, α, quantization range xmin, xmax, quantization step Sq.

Initialize: V ′ ← V, E ′ ← E , S ← (xmax−xmin)
Sq

+ 1, p← {0}(|V|+|M|)×(|V|+|M|)×S×S

for s1 ∈ [1, S] do
x1 ← xmin + (s1 − 1)Sq
for s2 ∈ [1, S] do

x2 ← xmin + (s2 − 1)Sq
e← |x1 − x2|
for i ∈ V do

for j ∈ V do
pi,j,s1,s2 = pj,i,s1,s2 ← α(Φ(e + Sq, 0, σ0) − Φ(e, 0, σ0)) + (1 − α)(Φ(e + Sq, 0, σ1) −

Φ(e, 0, σ1))
end for

end for
end for

end for
n← |V|+ 1
for i ∈M do

Add node n to V ′.
Add edge {i, n} to E ′
for s1 ∈ [1, S] do

z ← xmin + s1 ∗ Sq
for s2 ∈ [1, S] do

x← xmin + (s2 − 1)Sq
pi,n,s1,s2 = pn,i,s1,s2 ← Φ(z, x, σn)− Φ(z − Sq, x, σn);

end for
end for
n← n+ 1

end for
Output: G′, p
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Algorithm 2 Graph Signal Recovery via Iterated Conditional Modes

Input: Data graph G = (V, E ,W), sampling set M, measurement vector z, σn, σ0, σ1, α,
xmin, xmax, Sq.

Initialize: Generate the augmented data graph G′ = (V ′, E ′,W ′) and the edge potential tensor p
using Algorithm 1.
S ← (xmax−xmin)

Sq
+ 1

Initialize y ∈ R|V ′| randomly.
for i ∈ V ′ − V do

yi = 1 + b zi−xmin
Sq

c
end for
repeat

for i ∈ V do
q ← { 1

S }
S

for j ∈ Ne(i) do
q ← q � pi,j,:,yj

end for
yi ← max q

end for
until Stopping criterion is satisfied.

Output: y
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Algorithm 3 Graph Signal Recovery via Loopy Belief Propagation

Input: Data graph G = (V, E ,W), sampling set M, measurement vector z, σn, σ0, σ1, α,
xmin, xmax, Sq.

Initialize: Generate the augmented data graph G′ = (V ′, E ′,W ′) and the edge potential tensor p
using Algorithm 1.
S ← (xmax−xmin)

Sq
+ 1, mi,j,k ← 1

S , q ← {0}|V|×S
repeat

for i ∈ V do
for j ∈ Ne(i) do

for k ∈ [1, S] do
For sum product method: mi,j,k ←

∑
l∈X pi,j,l,k

∏
n∈Ne(i),n6=jmn,i,l

For max product method: mi,j,k ← maxl∈X pi,j,l,k
∏
n∈Ne(i),n6=jmn,i,l

end for
end for
Normalize mi,j,:

end for
until Stopping criterion is satisfied.
for i ∈ V ′ − V do

j = Ne(i)
s = 1 + b zj−xmin

Sq
c

for k ∈ [1, S] do
mi,j,k ← pi,j,s,k

end for
end for
for i ∈ V do

for k ∈ [1, S] do
qi,k ← prodj∈Ne(i)mj,i,k

end for
yi ← max qi,:

end for
Output: y
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Algorithm 4 Graph Signal Recovery via Mean Field Method

Input: Data graph G = (V, E ,W), sampling set M, measurement vector z, σn, σ0, σ1, α,
xmin, xmax, Sq.

Initialize: Generate the augmented data graph G′ = (V ′, E ′,W ′) and the edge potential tensor p
using Algorithm 1.
S ← (xmax−xmin)

Sq
+ 1, q ← {0}|V|×S

repeat
for i ∈ V do

for j ∈ Ne(i) do
for k ∈ [1, S] do

if j ∈ V ′ − V then
s = 1 + b zj−xmin

Sq
c

qi,k ← qi,k + pi,j,k,s
else

qi,k ← qi,kqj,: log(pi,j,k,:) . log is applied element-wise.
end if

end for
end for
Normalize qi,:

end for
until Stopping criterion is satisfied.
for i ∈ V do

yi ← max qi,:
end for

Output: y
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Algorithm 5 Graph Signal Recovery via Gibbs Sampling

Input: Data graph G = (V, E ,W), sampling set M, measurement vector z, σn, σ0, σ1, α,
xmin, xmax, Sq.

Initialize: Generate the augmented data graph G′ = (V ′, E ′,W ′) and the edge potential tensor p
using Algorithm 1.
S ← (xmax−xmin)

Sq
+ 1

Initialize ỹ ∈ R|V ′| randomly.
for i ∈ V ′ − V do

ỹi = 1 + b zi−xmin
Sq

c
end for
repeat

for i ∈ V do
q ← { 1

S }
S

for j ∈ Ne(i) do
q ← q � pi,j,:,ỹj

end for
Normalize q
ỹi ← Sample from q

end for
Add ỹ to the samples

until Stopping criterion is satisfied.
Discard the first half of the samples as warm-up.
y ← the most occurring sample

Output: y
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